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1.  Brillouin data post-processing 
The native measurement retrieved by Brillouin interrogator equipment is a frequency shift versus fibre 
length distribution data. The simplest way for translating such frequency distribution into a 
temperature or strain distribution, that are the final desired outputs, is that of subtracting point-by-
point an initial reference measurement (usually called “baseline”) taken with the same equipment 
settings on the same sensor and then multiplying point-by-point the differential frequency shift 
distribution by a proper strain or temperature coefficient. 
Such simple data post-processing is typically built-in in the control software of most commercial 
interrogators, however it is not suitable for producing reliable measurements in case of complex 
installation comprising a segmented circuit with various types of different sensing cables installed 
with the purpose of allowing the measurement of multiple physical parameters and techniques of 
compensation of the temperature effects. 

 
Figure 1: Example of multi-parameter (strain and temperature) Brillouin sensing installation on a structure featuring 
three different types of sensing cables, and both distributed and concentrated temperature measurement/compensation. 

Such types of installations need to extract and process individually the frequency shift data relative to 
each single segment using specific sensitivity coefficients and thermal compensation. Furthermore, in 
order to obtain easily understandable data output, the calculated strain and temperature distribution 
should be presented coherently along the member of the structure where the segment that produces the 
data is located. 
Although the calculations required are relatively simple and within the capabilities of any generic 
spreadsheet application, the amount of data to be managed may be considerably large, it may be 
necessary to experimentally adjust multiple times the start and stop points of the segments, and, 
finally, it is usually needed to analyse a large number of data sets (thousands of sensing points) taken 
at different times. These factors make the use of spreadsheets impractical and difficult to maintain. 
Although some more sophisticated data processing options are available on some interrogators, they 
do not allow to work with data set taken with different hardware settings or coming from different 
interrogators, limiting the portability and flexibility of use of the technology. 
Due to the above-mentioned constraints, the development of a freeware software tool for Brillouin 
data processing overcoming the known issues is strongly needed for improving the market uptake. 
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1.1  Compensation of temperature effect 
Temperature, mechanical strain and hydrostatic pressure can all influence at the same time the 
Brillouin frequency shift in the same sensing optical fibre. Since in many industrial applications it is 
necessary to individually measure one or more of the influencing parameters, they have been 
proposed a number of different methods for separating the individual contribution of the different 
physical parameters. At the moment the most diffused solution is that of installing different types of 
sensing cables that are specifically engineered for suppressing the sensitivity to one or more 
parameters. A typical case is that of strain sensing, where temperature compensation is obtained by 
installing also a cable with loose coupled fibres (hence insensitive to strain), then the Brillouin 
frequency shift measured with the loose cable is somehow subtracted from that measured with the 
strain sensing one. 
ASTM standard F3079-141 reports the formula of Equation 1 for calculating the compensated strain 
change by subtracting from the raw Brillouin frequency shift measured on the strain sensitive cable 
the contribution due to the pure temperature change through the thermo-optical effect. 
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Equation 1     

1.1.1  Compensation of substrate thermal dilatation  
The compensated strain change obtained with Equation 1 represents the actual total strain in the 
substrate due to both mechanical stress and thermal dilatation. The availability of the temperature 
measure also allows compensating for the thermal expansion of the substrate. In case of free 
expansion it is thus possible to calculate the pure mechanical strain with the formula of Equation 2, in 
which it has been introduced the temperature dilatation coefficient of the substrate substrate. 
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Equation 2     

A possible alternative to the formula of Equation 2 is that of installing a second strain sensing cable 
on a portion of substrate material that is known for sure to be free from loading and mechanical stress: 
by subtracting the apparent strain measured on the second sensing cable from that measured on the 
first one it can be obtained the simultaneous compensation of temperature and thermal dilatation 
effects. This method, that is typically used with resistive strain gauges, it is however difficult to 
implement for long distributed sensing installations. 

                                                 
1 ASTM F3079-14, “Standard Practice for Use of Distributed Optical Fiber Sensing Systems for Monitoring the Impact of 
Ground Movements During Tunnel and Utility Construction on Existing Underground Utilities”, ASTM International, 
West Conshohocken,  PA, USA (2014). 
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1.1.2  Distributed thermal compensation 
Typically the temperature compensation cable is installed in the proximity of the strain sensing cable 
following its entire path: this allows a distributed temperature compensation, that means that the 
temperature contribution can be subtracted individually point by point from the strain cable shift 
accounting both for the changes of the environmental temperature between measurements taken at 
different time (temporal gradient) and for the temperature differences existing at the same instant in 
different points of the structure (spatial gradient). 

1.1.3  Average thermal compensation 
When performing a distributed compensation the point by point measurement difference may increase 
the measurement noise by adding the noise of the temperature sensing segment to that of the strain 
sensing segment. In such cases, especially when the temperature happens to be quite uniform along 
the whole sensing segment or even on the whole structure (i.e. underground installations and night-
time load tests) it might be convenient to calculate the average temperature change on the temperature 
compensation segment and subtract such averaged value for each point of the strain sensing segment.  
In these cases the thermperature sensing segment can be typically the coiled portion of sensing cable 
exceeding the installed length that is left in the junction boxes together with the lead-in and lead-out 
cables. The average temperature compensation can be even calculated on the same strain sensing 
segment in order to cancel the bulk offset of one measurement with respect to another one and 
highlight just the strain gradient. 

1.1.4  Over-length in temperature sensing cables 
Fibre cables specifically designed for temperature sensing are characterized by a certain fibre over-
length, that means that the fibre inside the cable is actually a little longer than the final cable length, 
this to ensure that no strain is applied to the sensing element even in case that the cable is subject to 
some mechanical elongation, at least up to the over-length value. Over-length must be taken into 
account for correct identification of the correspondence between the temperature/length distribution 
measured by the interrogator and the actual location of the measured temperature distribution along 
the monitored element. A typical 1% over-length means that, for a 1km cable segment, the fibre 
actually embedded inside it is long 1010m, so the difference between the measured strain profile and 
the real position along the cable is zero at the beginning of the cable but becomes 10m at its end. 

1.2  Multi-linear coefficients 
The dependence of Brillouin frequency shift from temperature, strain and pressure is typically 
expressed in the form of Equation 3 using linear sensitivity coefficients. 
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Equation 3     

At least for what concerns temperature however, the dependency is not linear at cryogenic 
temperature2,3 and in case of wide-range temperature measurements4. This, in addition to the fact that 

                                                 
2 Le Floch S., Riou F. and Cambon P., “Experimental and theoretical study of the Brillouin linewidth and frequency at low 
temperature in standard single-mode optical fibres”, J. Opt. A: Pure Appl. Opt. 3 No 3 (May 2001) L12-L15. 
3 Thévenaz L. et al., “Brillouin optical fiber sensor for cryogenic thermometry”, Proc. of SPIE Vol. 4694 (2002). 
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it might be possible to also use indirect sensing of other physical parameter through some conversion 
principles (see section 1.4 ), introducing sensitivities that could non-necessarily be linear, suggests 
that it should be more flexible to implement a multi-linear expression of the sensitivity coefficients in 
general, according to a form analogue to that of  Equation 4 that, in particular, refers to the 
temperature coefficient, in which different values of the same coefficient are used depending on the 
range of the temperature/strain/pressure value. 
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1.3  Spatial distribution sequence inversion  
In a practical application it is important to note that the various sensing cables are typically connected 
in a “loop” configuration that implies that the direction of scanning of some segments results inverted 
with respect to that of other segments. When this happens between sensing and distributed 
compensation segments, the point-by point sequence of the compensation data must be inverted 
before subtracting it from the strain data, that means that the temperature data of the first point must 
be subtracted from the strain data of the last point and so on. 

1.4  Multi-parameter sensing 
Although the most diffused industrial applications focus only on the measurement of strain and 
temperature, the Brillouin shift also depends on hydrostatic pressure5,6,7, and, similarly to what 
happens for other types of fibre sensors, it is furthermore possible to conceive sensing cables featuring 
some conversion of other physical or chemical parameters into strain, temperature or pressure (i.e. 
hydrogel-based cables for moisture/water level sensing). 
A wise approach to the design of a general-purpose data processing software must therefore take into 
account the possibility of extending the measurement and also the compensation to additional 
parameters other than temperature and strain. 

1.5  Multi-technology sensing 
Some industrial applications may also require to integrate also the data measured by other types of 
sensors (i.e. electronic temperature sensors) for validation or for improving the accuracy in absolute 
value measurements. 
A wise approach to the design of a general-purpose data processing software should therefore also 
take into account the possibility of including the data coming from different sensors, including those 
of non-distributed type. 

                                                                                                                                                                      
4 Zhao L. J. Et al., “Wide-Range Temperature Dependence of Brillouin Shift in Optical Fiber”, Proc. of 1st IEEE Int.l 
Conf. on Nano/Micro Engineered and Molecular Systems, Jan. 18-21, 2006, Zhuhai, China. 
5 Le Floch S., Etude de la diffusion Brillouin stimulée dans les fibres optiques monomodes standard. Application aux 
capteurs de température et de pression. PhD thesis, Université de Bretagne Occidentale, 2001. 
6 Le Floch S. and Cambon P., “Study of Brillouin gain spectrum in standard single-mode optical fiber at low temperatures 
(1.4–370 K) and high hydrostatic pressures (1–250 bars)”, Optics Communications 219 (2003) 395–410. 
7 Gu H, Dong H, Zhang G, Dong Y. and He J., “Dependence of Brillouin frequency shift on radial and axial strain in silica 
optical fibers”, Applied Optics Vol.51, No.32 (2012). 
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1.6  Graphical rendering of the processed data 
In several industrial applications a graphical representation of the processed data can heavily improve 
the immediate capability to understand its structural or geological significance and decrease the 
reaction time, for example by immediately locating on a geographical map the point where a 
mechanical or thermal anomaly is detected (i.e. a fluid leakage or structural failure). 
Although this “graphical rendering” plays an important role in the added value of the sensing 
installation, it needs very different implementations depending on the dimension scale, topology and 
topography of the single application. Due to this the graphical rendering cannot be easily integrated in 
the data-processing software engine keeping the required degree of flexibility, however it is wise to 
include the data defining the geographical and spatial distribution of the sensing segments in the 
circuit configuration file so that to allow a future integration of the two software modules. 

2.  PULSe post-processing software 
The data post-processing software is made available both as a command line executable file and as a 
GUI based application. 

2.1   “Command Line” data processing engine 
The D4.1 data processing software that has been developed has the form of the following command 
line function: 
 
Brillouin data post processing tool 
This software has been developed within the EU funded project PULSe - Pervasive 
Ubiquitous Lightwave Sensor - Grant Agreement 737801 
This software is licensed Freeware under GNU GPL license and is provided as-is and 
without any explicit or implied warranty  
Copyright Sestosensor SRL 2017  
Usage: 
  ./pulsepostproc [OPTION...] datafile1 [ datafile2 datafile3 .. ] 
 
  -h, --help display this help and exit 
  -v, --verbose enable debugging 
  -c, --circuit arg circuit configuration file (default: circuit.xml) 
  -p, --project arg project file 
  -m, --measure arg output measure type 
  -o, --output arg output file 
  -f, --format arg outout format 

2.1.1  Syntax and usage 
The usage of pulsepostproc line command is exemplified as follows: 
 
pulsepostproc -c circuit.xml -m temperature -o out.csv base1.csv bb2.csv bb3.csv 
 
In the example, the software loads the circuit configuration file “circuit.xml” (-c circuit.xml), loads 
the listed Brillouin distribution data files “base1.csv”, “bb2.csv”, “bb3.csv”, and processes the data 
considering the first Brillouin distribution data file (“base1.csv”) as the reference baseline in order to 
calculate the temperature distribution (-m temperature) exporting the processed data to the file 
“out.csv” (-o out.csv). 
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2.1.2  Circuit configuration file 
For solving the portability and compatibility issues, it has been chosen to use a xml 1.0 file format 
with UTF-8 encoding for the circuit configuration file. 
The format of the file is the following: 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<Circuit name="circuit A" 
         description="description of circuit A" > 
  <Coordinate latitude="44.33" longitude="11.2" altitude="100" /> 
 
  <Segment name="segment 1" 
           description="description of segment 1" 
           start="30" 
           stop="330" 
           measure="strain" > 
    <Compensation segmentName="segment 2" type="distributed" weightFactor="1.0" 
direction="-1" /> 
    <Line> 
      <Point x="0" y="0" z="0" /> 
      <Point x="300" y="0" z="0.0" /> 
    </Line> 
    <Cable name="cable A" 
           batch="449SS2180" 
           overlength="0.0"> 
      <Calibration measure="thermo-optical" coeff0="10815.0" coeff1="1.1" min="-
0.5" max="2.0" /> 
      <Calibration measure="strain" coeff0="10815.0" coeff1="500" min="-2.0" 
max="1.0" /> 
      <Calibration measure="strain" coeff0="10815.0" coeff1="477" min="1.0" 
max="1.15" /> 
      <Calibration measure="temperature" coeff0="10815.0" coeff1="1.2" min="-20" 
max="85" /> 
      <Calibration measure="temperature" coeff0="10815.0" coeff1="0.98" min="-50" 
max="-20" /> 
      <Calibration measure="temperature" coeff0="10815.0" coeff1="0.77" min="-200" 
max="-50" /> 
    </Cable> 
    <Threshold severity="warning" 
               clustering="mean" 
               min="-10" max="100" /> 
    <Threshold severity="warning" 
               trend="10" 
               gradient="0.1" />   
  </Segment> 
 
  <Segment name="segment 2" 
           description="description of segment 2" 
           start="351" 
           stop="655" 
           measure="temperature" > 
    <Line> 
      <Point x="300" y="23" z="1.2" /> 
      <Point x="0" y="23" z="1.2" /> 
    </Line> 
    <Cable name="cable B" 
           batch="449SS2180" 
           overlength="1.300"> 
      <Calibration measure="thermo-optical" coeff0="10815.0" coeff1="1.1" min="-
0.5" max="2.0" /> 
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      <Calibration measure="temperature" coeff0="10815.0" coeff1="1.1" min="-20" 
max="85" /> 
      <Calibration measure="temperature" coeff0="10815.0" coeff1="1.08" min="-50" 
max="-20" /> 
      <Calibration measure="temperature" coeff0="10815.0" coeff1="0.77" min="-200" 
max="-50" /> 
    </Cable> 
  </Segment> 
 
  <Segment name="segment 3" 
           description="description of segment 3" 
           start="660" 
           stop="700" 
           measure="strain" > 
    <Compensation segmentName="segment 3" type="average" weightFactor="1.0" 
direction="1" /> 
    <Line> 
      <Point x="0" y="9" z="7" /> 
      <Point x="0" y="49" z="7" /> 
    </Line> 
    <Cable name="cable A" 
           batch="449SS2180" 
           overlength="0.0"> 
      <Calibration measure="thermo-optical" coeff0="10815.0" coeff1="1.1" min="-
0.5" max="2.0" /> 
      <Calibration measure="strain" coeff0="10815.0" coeff1="500" min="-2.0" 
max="1.0" /> 
      <Calibration measure="strain" coeff0="10815.0" coeff1="477" min="1.0" 
max="1.15" /> 
      <Calibration measure="temperature" coeff0="10815.0" coeff1="1.2" min="-20" 
max="85" /> 
      <Calibration measure="temperature" coeff0="10815.0" coeff1="0.98" min="-50" 
max="-20" /> 
      <Calibration measure="temperature" coeff0="10815.0" coeff1="0.77" min="-200" 
max="-50" /> 
    </Cable> 
  </Segment> 
</Circuit> 
 
The file allows  the user to list all the configuration data needed for any type of sensing installation. 
The parameters that can be hosted in the file are listed in Table 1. 

Parameter Type 
Allowed 

range 
Description (units) 

Section 1: circuit identification 
Circuit name string - Name string identifying the sensing installation 
description string - Description string adding optional comments 
Section 2: geo-localization 
latitude float - Latitude of origin point (arc degrees) 
longitude float - Longitude of origin point (arc degrees) 
altitude float - Altitude of origin point (m) 
Section 3: circuit segments 
Segment name string - Name string identifying the segment 
description string - Description string adding optional comments 

start 
Fixed point 

decimal 
- 

Start point of the segment from the circuit fibre 
start (cm) 
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stop 
Fixed point 

decimal 
- 

End point of the segment from the circuit fibre 
start (cm) 

measure string 
Strain, 

temperature, 
pressure, etc 

Type of measure preferentially allowed by the 
cable 

Compensation 
segmentName 

string - 
Name of the segment chosen for calculating the 
temperature compensation 

type string 
Average, 

distributed, 
concentrated 

Type of temperature compensation to be 
calculated 

weightFactor float - 
User defined correction factor that will be 
applied to the temperature compensation data 
before subtracting it to the segment data 

direction integerer 1, -1 -1 applies spatial distribution sequence inversion 
Sub-section: Line 

Point x float - 
Cartesian x coordinate of the rendering start 
point of the segment  

y float - 
Cartesian y coordinate of the rendering start 
point of the segment  

z float - 
Cartesian z coordinate of the rendering start 
point of the segment  

Point x float - 
Cartesian x coordinate of the rendering end 
point of the segment  

y float - 
Cartesian y coordinate of the rendering end 
point of the segment  

z float - 
Cartesian z coordinate of the rendering end point 
of the segment  

Sub-section: Cable 

name string - 
Name of the sensing cable for the current 
segment 

batch string - 
Manufacturing batch of the sensing cable for the 
current segment 

overlength Fixed point - 
Overlength of the sensing fibre with respect to 
the cable (%) 

Sub-section: Calibration  

measure string 

Strain, 
temperature, 

pressure, 
thermo-

optical, etc 

Type of sensitivity coefficient (physical 
parameter to which the coefficient is referred) 

coeff0 float - 
Brillouin frequency shift at zero value of the 
applied physical parameter (MHz) 

coeff1 float - 
Linear sensitivity coefficient for the physical 
parameter (physical parameter/MHz) 

max float - 
Maximum value of the interval of the physical 
parameter at which the linear sensitivity 
coefficient is applicable 

min float - Minimum value of the interval of the physical 
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parameter at which the linear sensitivity 
coefficient is applicable 

Table 1: List of the parameter allowed in the circuit configuration file 

2.1.3  Data files 
The software can import data files in Comma-Separated Values (CSV) format for all distance 
distributions of Brillouin frequency shift, strain and temperature. 
In case a strain or temperature data file is found in the sequence to be imported, the user is prompted 
to supply the strain or temperature coefficient originally used to calculate the profile in the file, 
supposing that a simple linear relation was used. 

2.2  PULSeView Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
In order to improve the usability of the command line data processing engine it has been developed 
the PULSeView GUI that allows to create, edit and visualize the configuration files and project files  
and that allows to visualize the raw and processed data under the form of charts, 3D graphs and geo-
located maps. Screenshots of the GUI (revision 0.9.5b1) are presented from Figure 2 to Figure 9. 
 
 

 
Figure 2: splash screen with project information and credits that is presented when the software is loaded. 
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Figure 3: main window “project” tab containing project information and data sets. 
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Figure 4: main window “circuit” tab containing the information about sensing circuit configuration. 

 
Figure 5: sub window containing the  details for each sensing segment. 
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Figure 6: sub window containing the segment details for multi-linear calibration coefficients . 

 
Figure 7: main window “segment view” tab for visualising the raw and processed data on sensing segment(s). 
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Figure 8: main window “Map/3D Viewer” for visualising the processed data in a 3D rendering. 

 
Figure 9: main window “Map/3D Viewer” for visualising the processed data in a geo-located map. 
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2.3  Example usage video 
In order to explain the usage of the GUI-based Brillouin data-processing software it was created a 
5’30” long public access video and an example project that is distributed together with the 
PULSeView software. The video (Figure 10) is made available at the link 
https://youtu.be/qrIxRZW5w_Y. 

 
Figure 10: Screenshot of the public-access example usage video. 

 

 


